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ABSTRACT

Article Type:

Introduction: Multicystic dysplastic kidney (MCDK) is a sporadic developmental
abnormality caused by abnormal differentiation of the metanephric that is present as a flank
mass in infancy. It may lead to renal dysfunction or death as a result of oligohydramnios or
respiratory failure.
Objectives: This research had aimed to find a probable related link between the MCDK and
epidemiologic factors.
Patients and Methods: A total of 120 children were evaluated in this case-control research.
The case and control groups included 60 children with MCDK and 60 children without
MCDK, respectively. Examinations, interviews and questionnaires carried out by the project
and diagnosis by a physician. We analyzed our results data using chi-square and student t test
as appropriate.
Results: The result of this study did not show significant relationship between epidemiological
factors such as age, place of residence for families, sex, family education/occupation/ income,
body mass index (BMI), stunted growth, slow growth, good growth, milk intake, water intake,
failure to thrive (FTT) and MCDK.
Conclusion: This study showed that epidemiological factors do not have a significant effect
on the occurrence of MCDK disease.
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Implication for health policy/practice/research/medical education:

Better understanding of conditions that predispose MCDK could be a critical step towards improving clinical consequence and
management of this disease. Since there is little evidence on the relationship between MCDK and epidemiologic factors, we
evaluated this relationship hypothesizing that these epidemiologic conditions would increase the risk of MCDK.
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Introduction
A multicystic dysplastic kidney (MCDK) is the outcome
of atypical metanephric differentiation. This is the second
most prevalent disease that present with flank mass in
neonate. The frequency rate is 1 in 4300. A true multicystic
kidney is usually sporadic, inherited abnormality and is
not associated with other abnormalities in other parts of
the body. It can be diagnosed during pregnancy by prenatal
ultrasonography or by finding an abdominal mass, or by
the evaluation of a urinary tract infection (1). MCDK
as a variant of renal dysplasia, identified by structural
disorganization of the kidney with primitive epithelium
and undeveloped ducts (2,3), leads to the different form of

aplasia and hypoplasia. In this disease there are numerous
cysts in kidney which are separated by parenchyma (3),
and result in a grape like collection of cysts without
saving of normal kidney structure and performance (3,
4). The exact mechanism of development of MCDK is
not approved, but suggested assumption includes atypical
creation of the metanephrogenic diverticulum and/or
abnormal communication between the metanephrogenic
diverticulum and metanephric mesenchyme, viral
infections and drugs as a teratogen agents, and fetal
urinary tract obstruction (3,5). MCKD is usually
correlated with different abnormalities of the kidneys
and urinary tract (6-8), including vesicoureteral reflux
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(VUR), obstruction at the ureterovesical junction (UVJ)
and the ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) (7,8). Managing
the unilateral MCDK is conservative in neonates. After
the diagnosis with ultrasound, DMSA, and cystography
should be done to determine malfunction in the MCDK
and rule out the VUR in the other kidney (8-10). Most of
the patients are now treated without operation. Patients
should be examined regularly in the clinic to monitor
progression of the MCDK and evaluating the other kidney
conditions (8,9). If MCDK involves both kidneys it will
lead to renal nonfunction of fetus and neonate which
results in pulmonary hypoplasia with its complications
for life (11,12). Although, MCDK in one kidney is an
abnormality that is not generally associated with any sign
or symptom, except for large flank masses in abdomen,
it may be led to difficult natural vaginal delivery (12,13).
Objectives
We intend to do this research to find the probable
relationship between MCDK and epidemiologic risk
factors, with this theory that these epidemiologic
conditions would increase the risk of MCDK.
Patients and Methods
We surveyed epidemiologic characteristics of children
that had been visited in pediatrics and urology clinics of
Amirkabir hospital, Arak, Iran. To assess the association
of MCDK and epidemiologic factors, epidemiologic
characteristics were 1) age at diagnosis of MCDK, 2)
gender (male and female), 3) family education (below
high school, high school diploma, bachelor’s degree and
master’s degree), 4) family occupation (employee, worker,
self-employment and housewife for mothers), 5) average
monthly salary of family (<300, 300-600 and >600 $), 6)
drinking water (tap water or purified water with household
devices) ,7) failure to thrive (FTT), 8) stunted growth, 9)
slow growth, 10) good growth, 11) milk intake (maternal
milk or powdered milk), 12) infant BMI (kg/m2) (<18.5,
18.5-24.9, 25-29.9 and >30), 13) place of residence in
urban or rural areas and 14) gestational week (preterm
<37, term 37-42, and post-term>42.
Ethical issues
This article is based on the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki; informed consent was obtained, and the research
was approved by ethics committee of Arak University of
Medical Sciences.
Statistical analysis
The results were analyzed by SPSS software, version
18.00, using students t test, and the chi-square test as
appropriately, based on the data that were continuous
or not. A P < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical
significance.
Results
The mean age of studied infants was 9 months of age at the
time of MCDK diagnosis. There was not a predominance of
http://journalrip.com

one gender among cases and controls. (65% girls in cases).
The distribution of all studied epidemiologic factors were
similar in case and control groups (Table 1). Concerning
growth status, FTT was not observed in cases or controls.
Stunted growth was found in 18.3% of cases and controls
(P > 0.05). Around 28.3% of cases and 26.6% of controls
had slow growth (P = 0.978), 55% of cases and 58.3% of
controls had good growth (P = 0.978). 85% of cases and
81.6% controls were fed with maternal milk (P = 0.877).
90% of cases and 91.6% of controls lived in urban areas
(P = 0.927). 90% of cases and 88.3% of controls drank tap
water (P = 0.965).
Discussion
Based on the our study, we found no significant difference
between the two groups. The distributions of all studied
risk factors were alike in cases and controls. Up to now,
no study has been conducted on the correlation between
MCDK and epidemiologic factors in children. However,
different studies have been conducted on related risk
factors in children with various stage of chronic kidney
disease. According to the earlier studies low-birth weight
and maternal pre-gestational diabetes mellitus have
Table 1. Epidemiologic characteristics of study group
Epidemiologic factors
Father's education
Below high school
High school diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree and more
Mother's education
Below high school
High school diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree and more
Father's occupation
Employee
Worker
Self-employment
Mother's occupation
Employee
Worker
Self-employment
Housewife
Average monthly salary of family
<300 $
300-600 $
>600 $
Gestational age
Preterm
Term
Post term
Infant BMI
<18.5
18.5-24.9
25-29.9
>30

Case
No. (%)

Control
No. (%)

4 (6.6)
26 (43.3)
23 (38.3)
7 (11.6)

3 (6.6)
29 (48.3)
21 (35)
7 (11.6)

7 (11.6)
27 (45)
25 (41.6)
1 (1.6)

7 (11.6)
27 (45)
25 (41.6)
1 (1.6)

26 (43.3)
26 (43.3)
8 (13.3)

24 (40)
30 (50)
6 (10)

18 (30)
9 (15)
10 (16.6)
23 (38.3)

16 (0.26)
7 (11.6)
10 (16.6)
27 (45)

5 (8.3)
29 (48.3)
26 (43.3)

3 (5)
36 (60)
21 (35)

14 (23.3)
45 (75)
1 (1.6)

17 (28.3)
43 (71.6)
0 (0)

6 (10)
35 (58.3)
13 (21.6)
6 (10)

5 (8.3)
33 (55)
15 (25)
7 (11.6)
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significant association with an increased risk of renal
dysplasia/aplasia. Low birth weight, maternal DM during
pregnancy and maternal high BMI were significantly
associated with obstructive uropathy. The data suggests
that antenatal conditions may influence the incidence
of CKD (14). Chen et al concluded that diabetes during
pregnancy may increase the risk of nephron insufficiency
that finally lead to the development of hypertension in
future. Based on evidence diabetes during pregnancy
predisposes antenatal development of hypertension,
kidney disease, and glucose intolerance in the children(15).
Al Salmi et al studied birth weight in patients with CKD,
the data demonstrated that low birth weight is related with
CKD and its stage. The possible reason is the reported
relationship between birth weight and glomerular count
(16). Birth weight could influence glomerular filtration
rate (GFR). There is a documented relationship of birth
weight with nephron characteristics (17). About 70% of
CKD in children is due to inborn renal abnormalities and
urinary tract (18). Prenatal factors may affect the risk of
infantile reflux nephropathy. The results showed that age
more than 35 years, chronic hypertension, preeclampsia
and eclampsia, preterm delivery, very low birth weight
(VLBW), chronic DM, and maternal body mass index
<18.5 kg/m2 (underweight) were prenatal risk factors for
infantile reflux nephropathy (19).

the statistical analysis, and finalized the manuscript. All
authors read and approved the final manuscript.
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Conclusion
The documents on the correlation of MCDK and
epidemiologic factors are few. We desire that our
study will serve as an impetus to more prospective
studies to determine the predisposing conditions and
clinical consequences of children with MCDK with the
aim of studying the pathophysiology due to improve
management of MCDK and to evaluate even if adjustment
of these condition can influence the frequency of MCDK.
As mentioned, earlier studies showed that there are some
prenatal conditions that increase the frequency of renal
disease and CKD. Probably the differences between some
of the items in our study and others is due to the higher
statistical population and a more general definition of
CKD than MCDK.
Limitations of the study
A limitation of our study was small proportion of patients.
We suggest multi-centric studies on this aspect of kidney
disease.
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